DIMET “ROCKS” MALAYSIA WITH MPT ROOF!
Dimet Lighting & Musical Supplies, based
in Penang, being the first rental company
in Malaysia, who purchased Prolyte truss,
toured throughout the Peninsular Malaysia
during the second half of last year with
their recently completed MPT roof system.
The “DIGI GE GE RIUH 2007” road tour,
for one of Malaysian leading mobile phone
provider ~ DIGI, traveled to major cities
in five different states. The spectacular
show had its climax in capital city Kuala
Lumpur.
The MPT roof system, with measurements
of 12x10m including sound wings, proved
to be perfect for the job. As Mark Wong,
managing director of Dimet commented;
“The MPT roof was exactly what the
promoter required for this extensive and
hectic road show. We can reduce
production time immensely since we are
able to build up the complete system in
less than five hours with a crew of only 8
people!” Like all Prolyte roof systems, this
roof is provided with a full set of loading
calculations and a static report that gives
the promoter all certainties he requires.

Dimet started their business relation with
Prolyte in 1999, when they ordered a
ground support system based on MPT tower
and H40V truss. Dimet was amazed by the
fact that even after 8 year’s, they only had
to buy some simple add on parts to be able
to convert this system into a complete roof
system. In addition, the same set of truss
can be used to build rigging towers for
Dimets speaker system or can be converted
to yet another roof system, the Prolyte flat
roof.
When asked, Mark Wong continues: “Prolyte
products are very well engineered, the
outstanding design of the Prolyte products
guarantees safety and durable and reliable
constructions. The fact that Prolyte complies
fully with all international standards just
gives them the extra step ahead. As a rental
company we have to be able to fully rely on
the products we use, Prolyte gives us the
confidence. We simply love the Prolyte
products, from the easy of assembly to the
full support we got from the Prolyte sales
team. Our choice back in 1999 proved to be
an excellent one even after 8 years! Thanks
Prolyte.”
For further information, please email to

admin@dimet.com.my / Dimet@tm.net.my

